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1. ABSTRACT  

In a world where all industries are becoming more and more customer centric, delivery 

fulfilment is a tricky business. Orders need to be processed, picked, and packed as fast 

as possible. Whilst this secures a healthy serviceability, it makes a substantial dent in 

company’s balance sheet.  

‘Milk-Run’ is a technique that fulfilment centres can employ to diversify their mode of 

deliveries and save some money in the process. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

In the course of paper, we would try to explain what Milk Run opportunity is and how 

would does that help in reducing Transportation costs. In many of the centres, the sheer 

volume of deliveries makes the Milk Run formulations impossible for a human to 

compute [1]. Therefore, we would understand how we can leverage simple tools like 

Google maps to reduce complexity and incorporating its inputs to create a robust 

process to identify and create milk run opportunities.   

 

2.1 Ways of Transport  

Fulfilment centres either opt for courier services or book truck load delivery services to 

execute consignment delivery. Courier service usually opt hub and spoke model, 

though effective it can be a tad expensive and time consuming. Truckload shipping 

services however carry load in bulk, and usually follow a direct route to the destination, 

and hence are more time efficient. The decision to opt any service depends on the 

delivery load and such decisions must be taken judiciously to reduce outbound logistics 

costs. Since the charges of truckload delivery services are usually independent of load, 
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breakeven calculation would offer minimum load for which truckload services would 

offer better value than the courier services. 

For example: Logistics requirement  

Mumbai to  Hyderabad 

Courier cost – 6 rs/kg  

Truck cost – 25,000 Rs  

 

 

Back of the hand calculations suggest that if the load is above 4167 kg, it would make 

economic sense to send through a truck. This minimum load limit is the  

breakeven point for choosing the Truck load way of transport. 

 

2.2 What is a Milk Run? 

 

Figure 1: Milk procurement from various nodes 

 

A Milk Run is a delivery method used to transport mixed loads from various suppliers 

to one customer. Instead of each supplier sending a truck every week to meet the needs 

of one customer, one truck (or vehicle) visits the suppliers to pick up the loads for that 

customer. This method of transport got its name from the dairy industry practice [2], 
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where one tanker used to collect milk from several dairy farms for delivery to a milk 

processing company [3]. (Refer Figure 1) 

 

2.3 Milk Run in Logistics Industry  

The process we are suggesting is devised keeping a logistics framework in mind. This 

framework includes a Primary Warehouse/Fulfilment centre, which is supply point for 

many secondary warehouses. And for sending the supplies Warehouse employs 3rd 

party logistics partner 

Primary Warehouse can send supplies in two major ways  

Courier – If the consignment is small it is sent through courier where it is charged per 

weight. E.g. – 10Rs/kg 

Truck – If the weight of the supplies is high, it is sent through a separate Truck. Cost 

of a truck depends on the distance from the warehouse and the tonnage capacity of truck 

Transit time – Time taken by the transporter to deliver the shipment’s. As Courier 

delivery follow a Hub and spoke model and Truck directly delivers the supplies. The 

transit time is generally less while using the truck 

Milk Run constraint – Adding an additional supply point does not come for free [4]. 

Each transporter has some constraints attached to their Milk Run offering. 

For e.g. – Addition of supply point should not increase the total route distance by 50km 

3500 Rs increase in logistics cost for every additional supply point [5] 

These costs vary as per the contracts the logistic companies have set with the Fulfilment 

centre. 

 

3. IDENTIFYING MILK RUN OPPORTUNITIES 

In the assumed Logistics Industry, the dispatches originate from pre-decided locations. 

For the purpose of exercise, we would be working under the assumption of one Primary 

fulfilment centre. Below are the steps which would help us identify Milk Run 

opportunities the fulfilment centre can leverage. 

  

Step 1  

Considering the actual weight and volumetric weight, chargeable weight of the 

consignment is calculated. This chargeable weight is regarded for the breakeven 

calculations, where the decision is made whether to opt courier services or truck load 

delivery services. Consequently, a list of the dispatch locations is prepped which fulfil 

full truck load break even calculations. 
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Figure 2: Process for proximity detection of other nodes 

 

Step 2 

In order to get a list of dispatch locations which may qualify for additional node points, 

the fulfilment centre needs to follow the procedure mentioned in Figure 2. Once the 

route is finalised, calculate distance between route geo coordinates (Figure 3) and 

distribution nodes coordinates (Figure 4) [6]. The calculated distances (Figure 5) are 

then compared with permissible limit decided under Milk Run Constraints( e.g. 50 

kms).  
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Figure 3: Geo coordinates of route 

 

 

Figure 4: Geo coordinates of distribution nodes 
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Figure 5: Distance of distribution nodes from the route 

 

 

Figure 6: Distribution nodes within proximity distance 
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Step 3 

User to determine the additional distance the truck would need to cover if we plan to 

add any of the shortlisted nodes in step 2 (Figure 7). This increment in the total distance 

should be under a permissible limit, outlined by the Milk Run constraints 

 

Figure 7: Distance with distribution node added in the route. 

 

Step 4 

For adding an additional node in the route, Warehouse is required to pay an extra 

amount to the transporter (e.g. – 5,000 Rs). Therefore, to finalize the node to be used in 

the Milk Run, user would need to do a cost benefit analysis for each node. 

 

Cost Benefit = Courier rate of the distribution node x (Load – Breakeven load)  
 

Load: Actual Load requirement of the node 

Breakeven Load: Minimum load requirement where courier costs equals the additional 

milk run costs (e.g., 5000 Rs). 
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4. STRATEGIC LOAD CONSOLIDATION 

The above explained process is certain to fail if there are not enough dispatch locations 

which passes the load Break Even calculations. This might be due to low delivery load 

in the dispatch. To solve this problem, we need to employ Strategic Consolidating for 

Selective dispatch locations, in turn creating Milk Run opportunities. 

 

Retrospective Load Conversion Analysis 

Step 1 

Get a list of locations which contribute 80% to revenue, using Pareto principle. These 

locations are the potential locations which should be further analysed to consolidate 

load. 

 

Step 2 

Prepare a database of delivery load on each day of a month for all shortlisted locations. 

(Refer Figure 8) 

 

Step 3 

Difference between the transit time of courier load and truckload delivery, can be 

utilised to consolidate load. This is done to reduce the logistics costs without hampering 

end-to-end serviceability. For the next step, user would need to prepare a database 

which outlines the retrospective consolidated load if we would have had employed 

strategic consolidation in that time period. The number of times the consolidated load 

meets the breakeven criteria is captured in the ‘Load Conversion %’ This metric is 

critical in deciding the Distribution nodes for  Strategic consolidation. 

 

Figure 8: Load Conversion Analysis. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Implementing milk run routine in the supply chain operations is essential in driving the 

logistics costs down [7], because it directly translates into improving bottom line of the 

organisation. In case of large scale of Operations, Google maps API can be leveraged 

to automate some of the steps involved in identifying Milk-run opportunities. The 

processes discussed in the paper are effective, because of their lack of complexity and 

accessibility of the tools involved. They Help the organisations to make their operations 

lean without hampering serviceability, which is a necessity in today’s changing 

landscape.  
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